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The Top Targets
Of Trump’s Insults
Since He Declared

His Candidacy

Ted Cruz 26

Marco Rubio 21

Jeb Bush 16

FEBRUARY

Marco Rubio 12

Ted Cruz 11

Mitt Romney 9

MARCH

Ted Cruz 12

The delegate system 7

Hillary Clinton 4

John Kasich 4

APRIL

Hillary Clinton 46

The New York Times 17

Elizabeth Warren 16

MAY

Hillary Clinton 39

CNN 5

Protesters 4

The mainstream media 4

JUNE

Hillary Clinton 80

Bernie Sanders 13

The mainstream media 9

JULY

Hillary Clinton 30

The mainstream media 10

CNN 7

AUGUST

Hillary Clinton 24

CNN 5

The New York Times 5

SEPTEMBER

Hillary Clinton 42

The mainstream media 8

CNN 5

The 2016 election 5

OCTOBER

“The View” 2 tweets

John Roberts 2

Nicolle Wallace 2

JUNE 2015

Macy's 10

John McCain 6

Elizabeth Beck 5

Karl Rove 5

JULY

Fox News 4

Jeb Bush 4

Frank Luntz 3

Megyn Kelly 3

AUGUST

Marco Rubio 9

The Iran nuclear deal 9

Jeb Bush 5

SEPTEMBER

Jeb Bush 9

Politico 7

CNBC 4

Mitt Romney 4

OCTOBER

John Kasich 13

Karl Rove 9

Marco Rubio 8

NOVEMBER

Jeb Bush 13

Hillary Clinton 12

Karl Rove 7

The mainstream media 7

DECEMBER

Ted Cruz 24

Jeb Bush 10

N.H. Union Leader 7

JANUARY 2016

The 2016 election

media-rigged, absolutely being

rigged, being rigged by the media,

in a coordinated effort with the

Clinton campaign, rigged, is being

rigged

ABC News-Washington Post

poll

POLLING GROUP

disgrace, Very dishonest

All Business: The Essential

Donald Trump

DOCUMENTARY FILM

a total waste of time, A joke!

John R. Allen

RETIRED UNITED STATES MARINE

GENERAL

failed badly in his fight against ISIS,

his record = BAD

The American delegate

system

rigged, RIGGED, totally rigged!,

totally rigged, the system is rigged,

rigged, rigged!, rigged, the books

are cooked, totally rigged, rigged!,

Don't let the bosses take your

vote!, The rules DID CHANGE in

Colorado shortly after I entered the

race in June because the pols and

their bosses knew I would win with

the voters, great people being

disenfranchised by politicians.

Repub party is in trouble!, The

people of Colorado had their vote

taken away from them by the

phony politicians., totally unfair!, I

win a state in votes and then get

non-representative delegates

because they are offered all sorts

of goodies by Cruz campaign. Bad

system!

Assault allegations

ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL

ASSAULT BROUGHT FORWARD BY

SEVERAL WOMEN

totally phoney, 100% made up,

already proven false, made up

events THAT NEVER HAPPENED,

Totally made up nonsense to steal

the election, 100% fabricated,

made-up, pushed strongly by the

media and the Clinton Campaign,

may poison the minds of the

American Voter

Ruth Bader Ginsburg

SUPREME COURT JUSTICE

an incompetent judge!, has

embarrassed all by making very

dumb political statements about

me, Her mind is shot, resign!

Alec Baldwin

ACTOR

portrayal stinks

Michael Barbaro

REPORTER, THE NEW YORK

TIMES

should resign, the author of the

now discredited @nytimes hit

piece on me, The writer of the now

proven false story

Paul Begala

FORMER POLITICAL ADVISER TO

BILL CLINTON

dopey, has knowingly committed

fraud

Lisa Belkin

CHIEF NATIONAL

CORRESPONDENT, YAHOO NEWS

low-life

Joseph R. Biden Jr.

VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED

STATES

not very bright

Michael Bloomberg

FORMER MAYOR OF NEW YORK

CITY

Little, never had the guts to run for

president, his last term as Mayor

was a disaster!

Cory Booker

UNITED STATES SENATOR

If Cory Booker is the future of the

Democratic Party, they have no

future!, I know more about Cory

than he knows about himself.

Donna Brazile

INTERIM CHAIRWOMAN,

DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL

COMMITTEE

Totally dishonest, chokes on the

truth

David Brooks

COLUMNIST, THE NEW YORK

TIMES

a clown, dummy!, one of the

dumbest of all pundits, he has no

sense of the real world!, is closing

in on being the dumbest of them

all, doesn’t have a clue

Mika Brzezinski

CO-HOST, “MORNING JOE”

crazy and very dumb, had a mental

breakdown while talking about me,

crazy, very insecure, clown, off the

wall, neurotic, not very bright,

mess!, has gone wild with hate

Jeb Bush

FORMER FLORIDA GOVERNOR

failed presidential candidate, no

honor!, low energy

China

Terrible!

Bill Clinton

FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE

UNITED STATES

Wild Bill, There's never been

anyone more abusive to women in

politics, Highly overrated!, What Bill

did was stupid!, the WORST abuser

of woman in U.S. political history

Bill and Hillary Clinton

the real predators

The Bill, Hillary and Chelsea

Clinton Foundation

PHILANTHROPIC ORGANIZATION

a CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE

Hillary Clinton

DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL

NOMINEE

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

FAILED ALL OVER THE WORLD,

loves to lie, She'll say anything and

change NOTHING!, Crooked, a Wall

Street PUPPET!, has never created

a job in her life, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, a foreign policy

DISASTER, you have failed, failed,

and failed, too weak to lead, no

solutions, no ideas, no credibility,

the most corrupt person to ever

run for the presidency of the

United States, If we let Crooked

run the govt, history will remember

2017 as the year America lost its

independence, So CROOKED,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Such a dishonest person,

Crooked, crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, SO CORRUPT!,

Crooked, should be in jail,

Crooked, Crooked, PAY TO PLAY

POLITICS, Crooked, Crooked,

Fraud, Crooked, unfit to run,

disgraceful behavior, Crooked,

Hypocrite, Hypocrite!, nothing

Hillary has said about her secret

server has been true, there's never

been anything like your lies, If I

win-I am going to instruct my AG to

get a special prosecutor to look

into your situation, Crooked, has

only created jobs at the FBI and

DOJ!, Crooked, nasty to Sanders

supporters behind closed doors,

Owned by Wall St and Politicians,

Crooked, Crooked, suffers from

BAD JUDGEMENT!, Crooked,

terrible!, Crooked, not getting the

job done, failing for 30 years,

Crooked, failed all over the world,

all talk, no action, a typical

politician, taking the day off again,

she needs the rest, puts the plane

behind her like I have been doing

from the beginning, copying my

airplane rallies, Crooked, Crooked,

said horrible things about my

supporters, SO INSULTING to my

supporters, Crooked, very dumb,

totally confused, Unfit to serve as

#POTUS, just gave a disastrous

news conference, Lyin', Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

doesn't have the strength or the

stamina to MAKE AMERICA GREAT

AGAIN!, doesn't have the drive or

stamina to MAKE AMERICA GREAT

AGAIN!, Crooked, has BAD

JUDGEMENT, brainpower is highly

overrated, decision making is so

bad, Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

called African-American youth

“SUPER PREDATORS”, will NEVER

be able to solve the problems of

poverty, education and safety,

Crooked, SABOTAGE OF THE

INNER CITIES, CORRUPTION, No

policy, only knows how to make a

speech when it is a hit on me,

using the oldest play in the Dem

playbook, all talk and NO ACTION!,

using race-baiting, She should be

ashamed of herself!, pandering to

the worst instincts in our society,

lies, crooked, fear-mongering!,

LIE!, Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

not a talented person or politician,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, not fit to be our next

president!, Crooked, Anybody

whose mind 'SHORT CIRCUITS' is

not fit to be our president! Look up

the word 'BRAINWASHED.,

Crooked, Very dangerous!, unfit to

serve as President, bad judgment,

incompetent, Crooked, Crooked, A

PATHOLOGICAL LIAR!, Crooked,

100% owned by her donors,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked, has

very small and unenthusiastic

crowds in Pennsylvania, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, a formula for

disaster!, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, extraordinarily bad

judgement & insticts, a lose

cannon, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked, very

long and very boring speech,

Crooked, Crooked, corruption and

devastation follows her, no one has

worse judgement, owned by Wall

Street!, unfit to lead the country,

Crooked, wants to flood our

country with Syrian immigrants that

we know little or nothing about,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked, a liar!,

Crooked, incompetent, Crooked,

Crooked, betrayed Bernie voters,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, judgement so bad,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, not at all loyal, BAD

JUDGEMENT, Crooked, Crooked,

killed jobs!, Against steelworkers

and miners, destroyed jobs and

manufacturing, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, look at all of the

bad decisions she has made,

Crooked, led Obama into bad

decisions!, Crooked, will sell our

country down the tubes!, bought

and paid for by Wall Street,

lobbyists and special interests,

Crooked, Crooked, has made so

many mistakes, embarrassed

herself and the country with her

e-mail lies, a DISASTER on foreign

policy, Crooked, Crooked,

fraudulent, negative ads are not

true, Crooked, email lies, Having

ZERO impact, Crooked, Sad!!,

Lyin', Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

not qualified, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, not qualified!, Crooked,

Crooked, WEAK leadership,

Crooked, lies, Lyin' Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, sooooo guilty,

lied to the FBI and to the people of

our country, Crooked, very bad

judgement, Crooked, incompetent,

dishonest, Crooked, Not fit!, unfit

to serve as President, BAD

JUDGEMENT!, Her temperament is

weak, Crooked, Crooked, As usual,

bad judgment., A total disgrace!,

Crooked, guilty as hell, Crooked,

will NEVER be able to handle the

complexities and danger of ISIS,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked, As

Bernie Sanders said, Hillary Clinton

has bad judgement. Bill's meeting

was probably initiated and

demanded by Hillary!, sellng out

America, Not capable!, ill-fit,

Presidency would be catastrophic,

bad judgment, Crooked, Lying,

Crooked, Crooked, such bad

judgement, no sense of markets,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Disgraceful!, bad

judgement, Crooked, All talk, no

action!, Crooked, would be a

disaster, Crooked, may be the most

corrupt person ever to seek the

presidency, will be a disaster for

jobs and the economy!, Crooked,

dishonest, Corrupt, defrauded

America, dangerous, judgement

has killed thousands, unleashed

ISIS and wrecked the economy,

Crooked, failed policies, bad

judgment, totally unfit to be our

president, Crooked, really bad

judgement and a temperament,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, will be a

disaster, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, total fraud!, Crooked,

record is so bad, unable to answer

tough questions!, Crooked, poor

leadership skills, bad judgement,

very bad and destructive track

record, unfit to be president,

Crooked, Not honest!, doesn't even

look presidential!, Crooked, Bad

performance, Reading poorly from

the telepromter!, Crooked, too

much failure in office, no longer

has credibility, Crooked, Lyin', has

made so many mistakes, Crooked,

BAD judgement!, Crooked,

temperament is bad, zero natural

talent, Crooked, decision making

ability-zilch!, fraud, very stupid use

of e-mails, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, bad judgement

and temperament, Crooked,

CROOKED, Crooked, suffers from

plain old bad judgement!, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked, Would

be four more years of stupidity!,

her judgement has been proven to

be so bad!, not qualified, Wrong!,

reckless and dangerous, Crooked,

very dishonest, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, has no chance!,

zero imagination and even less

stamina, ISIS, China, Russia and all

would love for her to be president,

Crooked, Crooked, a fraud,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, can't close the

deal with Bernie Sanders, Crooked,

Can't believe she would

misrepresent the facts!, Crooked,

Liar!, Crooked, can't close the deal

on Crazy Bernie, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, has bad

judgment!, Crooked, Crooked,

pushing the false narrative that I

want to raise taxes, Crooked,

Crooked, Crooked, Crooked,

Crooked, corrupt, Constantly

playing the women's card - it is

sad!, bad judgement, ZERO

leadership ability, Crooked, said

she is used to “dealing with men

who get off the reservation.”

Actually, she has done poorly with

such men!, Crooked, Crooked, one

of the all time great enablers!,

perhaps the most dishonest person

to have ever run for the

presidency, Crooked, Crooked,

unqualified to be president,

incompetent, has been involved in

corruption for most of her

professional life!, Who should star

in a reboot of Liar Liar- Hillary

Clinton or Ted Cruz? Let me know

Club for Growth

ANTITAX POLITICAL GROUP

a dumb group!, trying to extort

$1,000,000.00 from me, tried to

extort $1,000,000 from me,

Disgraceful!, Phony, tried to shake

me down for one million dollars,

They are total losers!, a very

dishonest group, They represent

conservative values terribly & are

bad for America, asked me for $1

million. I said no & they went

negative. Extortion!

CNN

NEWS ORGANIZATION

Fraud, totally dishonest!, Really

pathetic, fortunately they have bad

ratings, everyone knows they are

biased, the worst, so negative,

really bad, bad product, (Clinton

News Network), little watched,

Boring anti-Trump panelists, mostly

losers in life!, ratings are so low -

and getting worse, just doesn't get

it, Their news on me is fiction, a

disgrace to the broadcasting

industry, an arm of the Clinton

campaign, unwatchable, so

disgusting in their bias, Ratings

challenged, turns everyone off,

failing, Constant phony reporting,

Totally dishonest, low ratings,

anchors are completely out of

touch with everyday people, will

soon be the least trusted name in

news, laughable!, SAD!, Don't

watch CNN!, panels are so one

sided, low ratings, dumb,

one-sided panels, the worst, the

Clinton News Network, people

don't like, I don't watch, Guests are

stacked for Crooked Hillary!, all

negative, few people are watching,

dead network!, softball questions, I

don't watch it anymore, all

negative when it comes to me,

losing all credibility, Clinton News

Network, totally biased, one big

lie!, so biased, Shows are

predictable garbage!, getting more

and more biased, Clinton News

Network, so negative, getting even

worse, Don't watch CNN!, I no

longer watch, bad television!, Very

unprofessional, working hard to

make me look as bad as possible,

so negative it is impossible to

watch, angry haters, Terrible panel,

really one-sided and unfair

reporting

CNN panelists

a joke, biased, very dumb, Boring,

mostly losers in life!

Katie Couric

GLOBAL ANCHOR, YAHOO NEWS

third rate reporter, has been largely

forgotten, should be ashamed of

herself, fraudulent editing

Ted Cruz

UNITED STATES SENATOR

Lyin', he should drop out of the

race-stop wasting time & money,

not very presidential, Can't

function under pressure, Made all

sorts of crazy charges, really went

wacko today, Lyin', Sad!, has NO

path to victory, Lyin', can never

beat Hillary Clinton, can never beat

Hilary Clinton, Lyin', has to team up

with a guy who openly can't stand

him, desperate, weak,

mathematically dead and totally

desperate, Lyin', Drop out LYIN'

Ted, all he can do is be a spoiler,

never a nice thing to do, hates

New York, Lyin’, Lyin', Hillary would

destroy him, can't win with the

voters so he has to sell himself to

the bosses, has to get his

delegates from the Republican

bosses, Lyin', can't get votes (I am

millions ahead of him), Despite a

rigged delegate system, I am

hundreds of delegates ahead of

him, will never be able to beat

Hillary, Lyin', attacked New Yorkers

and New York values- we don't

forget!, losing big, weak, just

another dishonest politician, lyin',

Mormons don't like LIARS!, Lyin',

Who should star in a reboot of Liar

Liar- Hillary Clinton or Ted Cruz?

Let me know, a big problem!, lyin',

can't win!, his lying is getting

worse, desperate, lyin', Lyin’,

bought and paid for by lobbyists!,

LYIN' TED

The Cruz-Kasich pact

FAILED ATTEMPT AT POLITICAL

COOPERATION

ridiculous, dumb, dead on arrival!,

joke of a deal, not being honored,

almost dead, Very dumb!

Mark Cuban

OWNER, DALLAS MAVERICKS

dopey

Gonzalo P. Curiel

JUDGE OF THE UNITED STATES

DISTRICT COURT FOR THE

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF

CALIFORNIA

very biased, unfair, totally biased,

very unfair, Totally biased

Democratic National

Convention

Pathetic, has paid ZERO respect to

the great police and law

enforcement professionals, SAD!,

the Republican Convention was far

more interesting (with a much

more beautiful set), total mess

Democrats

corrupt political machine, cheating

Bernie out of the nom, Crazy!, in a

total meltdown

Donny Deutsch

TELEVISION PERSONALITY

a big failure in TV, Irrelevant!

Leaked D.N.C. emails

BAD JUDGEMENT, really dumb,

should never have been written,

stupid

Maureen Dowd

COLUMNIST, THE NEW YORK

TIMES

Crazy, wacky, pretends she knows

me well--wrong!, Wacky, hardly

knows me, makes up things that I

never said, boring interviews and

column, A neurotic dope!

Rodrigo Duterte

PRESIDENT OF THE PHILIPPINES

Terrible!

Early voting in Florida

dishonest, very dishonest

The electoral process

Rigged, RIGGED, Rigged, rigged,

rigged, rigged, rigged, rigged,

allowed Crooked Hillary to get

away with 'murder', rigged, Rigged,

Very very unfair!, rigged, totally

rigged and corrupt!, totally rigged &

corrupt!

Erick Erickson

CONSERVATIVE COMMENTATOR

got fired like a dog from RedState

Carly Fiorina

FORMER BUSINESS EXECUTIVE

a V.P. candidate who failed badly, a

running mate who was unable to

catch on in her own failed

campaign

Jeff Flake

UNITED STATES SENATOR

Really sad, a very weak and

ineffective Senator, Sad!, weak

Fox News

NEWS ORGANIZATION

How many times can the same

people ask the same question?,

totally biased and disgusting

reporting, clown announcers, in the

bag!

Fox News polls

POLLING GROUP

another phony hit job on me

Robert Gates

FORMER SECRETARY OF

DEFENSE

never liked, dopey, Always speaks

badly of his many bosses, knows

nothing about me, a total disaster!

Lindsey Graham

UNITED STATES SENATOR

Really sad, failed presidential

candidate, no honor!, I ran him out

of the race like a little boy, in the

end he had no support, ALL TALK

AND NO ACTION!, Failed

presidential candidate, should

respect me, nasty!

David Gregory

POLITICAL ANALYST, CNN

got thrown off of TV by NBC, fired

like a dog!, not nice!

Nikki Haley

SOUTH CAROLINA GOVERNOR

The people of South Carolina are

embarrassed by Nikki Haley!

Mark Halperin

POLITICAL ANALYST

Sleepy Eyes

“Inside Politics”

CNN POLITICAL SHOW

one hour of lies

Investigation of Hillary

Clinton's email

rigged

Tim Kaine

DEMOCRATIC VICE-PRESIDENTIAL

NOMINEE

a joke!, in pocket of Wall Street,

owned by the banks, took

hundreds of thousands of dollars in

gifts

John Kasich

OHIO GOVERNOR

Typical politician, can't make a

deal work, mathematically dead

and totally desperate, will drop like

a rock in the polls, only looks O.K.

in polls against Hillary because

nobody views him as a threat and

therefore have placed ZERO

negative ads against him, bought

and paid for by lobbyists!,

Absentee Governor, good for

Mexico!

Megyn Kelly

ANCHOR, FOX NEWS

get your facts straight, You have no

idea what my strategy on ISIS is,

BAD, highly overrated, so average

in so many ways!, crazy, sick,

Never worth watching, the most

overrated person on tv, is always

complaining about Trump and yet

she devotes her shows to me,

crazy, Highly overrated, her bad

show is a total hit piece on me,

Crazy, Crazy, Can't watch Crazy

Megyn anymore

John King

CHIEF NATIONAL

CORRESPONDENT, CNN

underachieving

Bill Kristol

EDITOR, THE WEEKLY STANDARD

dummy, an embarrassed loser,

dopey

Don Lemon

ANCHOR, CNN

a lightweight, dumb as a rock

Sam Liccardo

MAYOR OF SAN JOSE, CALIF.

did a terrible job

Alicia Machado

FORMER MISS UNIVERSE

disgusting (check out sex tape and

past), a con, my worst Miss U.

The mainstream media

has deceived the public by putting

women front and center with

made-up stories and lies, distorted,

dishonest, rigging election!, rigging

election!, pushing false and

unsubstantiated charges, and

outright lies, So dishonest!,

dishonest, want me out of the race

so badly, totally one-sided “spin”,

VERY dishonest, just made up lies!,

never covered Hillary's massive

“hacking” or coughing attack, It is

being reported by virtually

everyone, and is a fact, that the

media pile on against me is the

worst in American political history!,

corrupt, dishonest, dishonest,

never discuss the real message,

My rallies are not covered properly,

corrupt, disgusting, dishonest,

desperate to distract from Clinton's

anti-2A stance, Very dishonest!,

totally distort so many things on

purpose, totally biased, very

dishonest, one-sided, biased,

distorted, dishonest, dishonest,

coverage this morning of the very

average Clinton speech and

Convention is a joke, phony, will

find a good spinnnn!, dishonest,

biased, spending more time doing

a forensic analysis of Melania's

speech than the FBI spent on

Hillary's emails, If I make a

statement, they twist it and turn it

to make it sound bad or foolish, so

dishonest, They think the public is

stupid!, trying their absolute best

to depict a star in a tweet as the

Star of David rather than a Sheriff's

Star, or plain star!, Dishonest, so

totally biased, dishonesty, one big

lie!, totally biased, phony, biased,

on a new phony kick about my

management style, dishonest,

dishonest, disgusting, really on a

witch-hunt against me, False

reporting, and plenty of it, pushing

the false narrative that I want to

raise taxes

John McCain

UNITED STATES SENATOR

very foul mouthed, begged for my

support during his primary (I gave,

he won)

“Meet the Press”

TELEVISION SHOW

totally biased against me, did a 1

hour hit job on me today, totally

biased and mostly false, Dishonest

Microphone at the first

presidential debate

very bad, really bad

Russell Moore

EVANGELICAL LEADER

a terrible representative of

Evangelicals, A nasty guy with no

heart!

Michael J. Morell

FORMER DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF

THE C.I.A.

lightweight, has made serious bad

calls, a total Clinton flunky!

“Morning Joe”

TELEVISION SHOW

low ratings, low ratings,

unwatchable!, low-rated, sad &

irrelevant!, low ratings, little

watched, SAD!, bad ratings, Gone

off the deep end, Nobody is

watching, low ratings!, Small

audience, They misrepresent my

positions!, rapidly fading

NBC News

NEWS ORGANIZATION

very dishonest

The New York Times

NEWSPAPER

just write whatever they want to

write, making up sources along the

way!, don't even call us anymore,

failing, failing, failing, irresponsible

intent, failing, Really disgusting,

willing to say anything, a

laughingstock rag!, failing, has

gone nuts, failing, only writes

dishonest hits!, seriously failing, no

longer a credible source, at the

back of the pack, has not reported

properly, failing, a dying

newspaper, failing, gets worse and

worse by the day, failing, Their

reporting is fiction, failing, Very

dishonest!, newspaper of fiction,

failing, a joke, failing, failing, These

people are sick!, a total lie, failing,

failing, So totally dishonest!, failing,

Very dishonest!, failing, failing,

Every article is unfair and biased,

will always take a good story about

me and make it bad, Failing, Very

sad!, a disgusting fraud, has

become a joke!, failing, false,

malicious & libelous, failing, totally

dishonest, failing, a fraud!, failing,

so dishonest, totally dishonest,

DISHONEST!, failing, Wow, I have

had so many calls from high

ranking people laughing at the

stupidity of the failing @nytimes

piece, failing, Everyone is laughing

at the @nytimes for the lame hit

piece they did on me and women,

A joke!, wrote yet another hit piece

on me, failing, has lost its way!,

Always trying to belittle, the most

inaccurate coverage constantly,

bad, Becoming irrelevant!, a

seriously failing paper, covers me

so inaccurately, failing, truly one of

the worst newspapers, Really bad

people!, never even call to fact

check, They knowingly write lies,

failing

New York Times articles

phony, a TOTAL FABRICATION

North American Free Trade

Agreement

worst deal in US history, the worst

economic deal in U.S. history

North Atlantic Treaty

Organization

INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE

obsolete

President Obama

Only makes bad deals!, not a

natural deal maker, should have

gone to Louisiana days ago,

instead of golfing. Too little, too

late!, disastrous judgment, perhaps

the worst president in the history of

the United States!, doesn't have a

clue, trying to destroy Israel with all

his bad moves, living in a world of

the make believe!, WEAK

leadership, failed, the worst

president in U.S. history!, weak,

looks and sounds so ridiculous

Obamacare

HEALTH CARE LAW

disastrous, a complete disaster,

disaster!, horrible disaster, a

disaster!, disastrous

Rand Paul

UNITED STATES SENATOR

failed presidential candidate, made

a fool of himself

Political ads in Indiana

false and phony

‘Politically correct fools’

won't even call it what it is -

RADICAL ISLAM!

Politicians

dumb

Politico

NEWS ORGANIZATION

in total disarray, almost everybody

quitting, bad, dishonest journlists,

going out of business, Losing too

much money. Great news!

Colin Powell

FORMER SECRETARY OF STATE

I was never a fan, weak

understanding of weapons of mass

destruction in Iraq

Protesters

AT MR. TRUMP'S RALLIES

thugs, thugs, thugs, thugs, thugs,

thugs, horrendous

Pundits

poor, pathetic people

Stephanie Rawlings-Blake

MAYOR OF BALTIMORE

a joke!

The Republican

establishment

Dishonest, failing, could not stop

Obama (twice)

Republican presidential

candidates

a small group of people who have

suffered massive and embarrassing

losses, bought and paid for by

special interests!

Republicans

So naive!, Disloyal, come at you

from all sides, don't know how to

win, selfishly opposed to me!

Barbara Res

FORMER TRUMP EXECUTIVE AND

AUTHOR OF “ALL ALONE ON THE

68TH FLOOR”

nasty

Mitt Romney

FORMER MASSACHUSETTS

GOVERNOR

Really sad, choked like a dog, a

mixed up man who doesn't have a

clue. No wonder he lost!, Failed,

the man who ‘choked’ and let us

all down, Failed presidential

candidate, let us all down in the

last presidential race, a total joke,

and everyone knows it!, a disaster

candidate who had no guts and

choked, Why did Mitt Romney BEG

me for my endorsement four years

ago?, doesn't know how to win,

desperate move by the man who

should have easily beaten Barrack

Obama, Failed Presidential

Candidate

Karl Rove

FORMER DEPUTY WHITE HOUSE

CHIEF OF STAFF

a failed Jeb Bushy, Never says

anything good & never will,

Shouldn't be on the air!

Marco Rubio

UNITED STATES SENATOR

bought and paid for by lobbyists!,

will never MAKE AMERICA GREAT

AGAIN!, worst voting record in the

U.S. Senate in many years,

Lightweight, Dishonest, lightweight,

he is scamming Florida, dishonest

lightweight, fraud lightweight, big

loser, lightweight, failed

presidential candidate, Rubio puts

out ad that my pilot was a drug

dealer- not true, not my pilot!, a

joke!, worst record, never even

shows up to vote, Interesting how

my numbers have gone so far up

since lightweight Marco Rubio has

turned nasty. Love it!, lightweight

Paul D. Ryan

HOUSE SPEAKER

does zilch!, doesn't know how to

win, always fighting the Republican

nominee!, very weak, ineffective,

disloyal

Bernie Sanders

UNITED STATES SENATOR

Did Bernie go home and go to

sleep?, he just wants to shut down

and go home to bed!, Waste of

time, totally sold out, has done

such a complete fold, has totally

given up on his fight for the people,

has lost his energy and his

strength, flamed out, exhausted,

no energy left!, SAD!, exhausted,

just can't go on any longer, ending

really weak, has abandoned his

supporters, selling out!, not true to

himself, has totally sold out, Crazy,

Crazy, is lying when he says his

disruptors aren't told to go to my

events. Be careful Bernie, or my

supporters will go to yours!

Ben Sasse

UNITED STATES SENATOR

Really sad

“Saturday Night Live”

TELEVISION PROGRAM

boring, unfunny show

Joe Scarborough

HOST, “MORNING JOE”

a mess, clown, has gone really

hostile ever since I said I won't do

or watch the show anymore, Not

much power or insight!

Tony Schwartz

GHOSTWRITER, "THE ART OF THE

DEAL"

hardly knows me, Never liked his

style, Irrelevant dope!, Dummy

writer, wanted to do a second book

with me for years (I said no), a

hostile basket case who feels jilted!

Bakari Sellers

FORMER SOUTH CAROLINA

CONGRESSMAN

failed @CNN announcer

Special interests

Millions of dollars being spent on

false TV ads by special interest

groups who own Rubio & Cruz,

control our politicians (puppets),

are spending $25 million on

misleading and fraudulent T.V. ads

on me

Stuart Stevens

POLITICAL CONSULTANT

failed campaign manager of Mitt

Romney's historic loss, Sad!, failed

advisor

Television commercials

ADVERTISEMENTS CRITICAL OF

MR. TRUMP

a fraud, pathetic, paid for by the

politicians bosses, a total

#Mediafraud

Chuck Todd

MODERATOR, “MEET THE PRESS”

Sleepy eyes, a man with so little

touch for politics, totally one-sided

interview, totally biased against

me, sleepy eyes, totally biased

Trans-Pacific Partnership

TRADE DEAL

job killing, Job killer!, fraud!

Transportation Security

Administration

GOVERNMENT AGENCY

falling apart

United States

a divided crime scene, it will only

get worse!, not looking good, not

looking smart, not looking tough!

United States employment

situation

GOVERNMENT JOBS REPORT

Terrible, Bombshell!

U.S. leaders

weak, ineffective

U.S. trade pacts

bad, terrible

USA Today

NEWSPAPER

will lose readers!

Vandals

WHOEVER FIREBOMBED A G.O.P.

OFFICE IN ORANGE COUNTY, N.C.

Animals

“The View”

TELEVISION SHOW

a total disaster, failing so badly that

it will soon be taken off thr air

The Wall Street Journal

NEWSPAPER

bad at math, nobody cares what

they say in their editorials

anymore, especially me!

The Wall Street Journal

editorial board

OPINION PAGES OF THE WALL

STREET JOURNAL

dummies

Wall Street Journal-NBC

News poll

POLLING GROUP

came out with another one of their

phony polls, totally discredited

Elizabeth Warren

UNITED STATES SENATOR

Sad to watch, bombed last night!,

Pocahontas, Pocahontas, wanted

V.P. slot so badly but wasn't chosen

because she has done nothing in

the Senate, Pocahontas, a very

weak Senator, Goofy, Pocahontas,

Goofy, the least productive Senator

in the U.S. Senate, Goofy, goofy,

one of the least productive

senators, Very racist!, Goofy, has a

nasty mouth, one of the least

productive U.S. Senators, Goofy, All

talk, no action!, Total hypocrite!,

lowlife!, Goofy, she doesn’t have a

clue, If it were up to goofy

Elizabeth Warren, we’d have no

jobs in America, goofy, failed

Senator, gets nothing done, lied,

Our Native American Senator,

goofy couldn’t care less about the

American worker, does nothing to

help!, using the woman’s card,

didn’t have the guts to run for

POTUS, Goofy, phony Native

American heritage, didn’t have the

guts to run for POTUS, Goofy,

phony Native American heritage,

has done nothing!, one of the least

effective Senators in the entire

U.S. Senate, Goofy, All talk, no

action -- maybe her Native

American name?, Does nothing,

weak and ineffective, Goofy, phony

Native American heritage, Goofy,

has a career that is totally based

on a lie, Hillary Clinton’s flunky,

Goofy, goofy, a fraud!, goofy

Washington insiders

have made U.S. a mess!

The Washington Post

NEWSPAPER

put together a hit job book on me,

inaccurate stories, Don't buy,

boring!, dishonest, phony

Debbie Wasserman Schultz

UNITED STATES

CONGRESSWOMAN

highly neurotic, overrated

George Will

COLUMNIST

one of the most overrated political

pundits, lost his way long ago,

made many bad calls

Juan Williams

POLITICAL ANALYST, FOX NEWS

He asked if he could have pictures

taken with me. I said fine. He then

trashes on air!

Jeff Zucker

PRESIDENT, CNN

failed @NBC and he is now failing

@CNN

Mort Zuckerman

OWNER, THE NEW YORK DAILY

NEWS

dopey

People, Places and Things
Donald Trump Has Insulted
On Twitter Since March

By JASMINE C. LEE and KEVIN QUEALY

To an unprecedented degree in American history, Mr. Trump has

made personal insults and attacks part of his campaign for

president. For a complete list of every insult he has made on

Twitter since he declared his candidacy, go to: bit.ly/trump-insults.

Note: Based on an analysis of tweets from June 15, 2015 to October 23, 2016. Retweets are not included. Insults made outside Twitter — on television, in speeches or in public interviews — are not part of this analysis. Additional work by Kathleen Flynn, Troy Griggs, K.K. Rebecca Lai and Jeremy B. Merrill.


